UNIT 7 - SUB-SAHARAN AFRICA TEST REVIEW

Most Europeans who came to Sub-Saharan Africa between the 1400s and 1700s ________________________________.

Because of ____________________________, Africa south of the Sahara is losing fertile land.

Describe urbanization in Africa Sub-Saharan.

Where are most cities in SSA are located?

Because of the Industrial Revolution, Europe began to do what in SSA?

Describe the population distribution of Sub-Saharan Africa.

In Africa south of the Sahara, how many ethnic groups are there?

How many languages are spoken?

What percent of the world’s diamond’s and gold can be found in SSA?

Why did ancient peoples moved southwards in Africa around 2500 B.C.?

In western Africa a ______________________ is welcome after heavy summer rains.

As one moves away from the Equator, climates change from _______________________________.

The Kalahari Desert is located in what part of Africa?

The factor that has the greatest influence on climate in this region is ____________________________.

Just like in Latin America, the expansion of agriculture lands poses a serious threat to ____________________________.

When Europeans needed more workers in the Americas, the ____________________________ greatly increased.

The earliest Europeans to come to Africa landed a few times, but ____________________________.

What are three major problems that result of the lack of water in SSA?

Dr. Livingstone called for Europeans to increase the 3 Cs, in order to stop the slave trade – what are they?

Describe what you could identify from the life expectancy map of SSA.

Who was Nelson Mandela?

What is the main reason why there is so much crime in South Africa (article you read in class)?

Segregation was a form of ______________________ that existed in the United States.

Which were the MAIN European countries that colonized SSA?
In what year did the Rwandan Genocide take place?

Which country colonized Rwanda and created the tensions between the Hutus and Tutsis?

What is Kagali?

What is the Interahamwe?

Who is General Bizimugu?

What was the purpose of the UN forces?

What happened to end the Rwandan genocide?

The two conflicting ethnic groups in the movie are:

During the time Rwandan genocide, who was the United States President?

What physical feature makes trade and transportation especially difficult in S.S. Africa?

Sub-Saharan Africa has the __________________ rate in the world.

   Highest or lowest life-expectancy?
   Highest or lowest infant mortality rate?
   Highest or lowest birth?
   Highest or lowest death rate?
   Highest or lowest population growth rate?

Many governments in Sub-Saharan Africa are gearing their economies towards __________________, but because they are not producing enough food for their own people, thus it has been necessary to import food.

What are three results of shorter life expectancies in SSA?

According to the reading Renew the Ivory Trade?, what happened in 1989?

   CITES is the ____________________________.

What percent of children in Ghana are enrolled in private schools?

What is the main religion of Sub-Saharan Africa?

Europeans carved the continent into colonies without thought of ____________________.

There are still issues between Sudan & South Sudan because Southern Sudan has 70% of the country’s ____________.

What is the name of the language spoken by the early Dutch in South Africa?

What is the name of the drug that is used to help slow the effects of AIDS?

The biggest reason for low work productivity in Sub-Saharan Africa is ____________________.

What is one of the best way to pressure a country into respecting human rights?

After which event did human rights become more important on a global scale?

What is steep, often jagged slope or cliff?
What is the wide end of a river where it meets the sea?

What is a huge, high waterfall?

What is the name of the trading empire in northern Ethiopia?

What is the term for a group that includes parents and children?

The empires that traded gold for salt?

Name for East African cloth?

What is the vocabulary term for the alternative to home computer links?

What is threatening millions of people in SSA?

IDENTIFY THE COUNTRIES FOR THE FOLLOWING:

______ has a life expectancy of 32 years old and they are the last African country with an Absolute Monarch who has been spending the tax payers' money on luxury jets for himself and multi-million dollar palaces for all of his wives while his people starve.

______ is a destination of many Sub-Saharan Africans determined to make a better life.

______ is one of the few countries in Sub-Saharan Africa that requires all children (boys & girls) to attend school. Public school is free in this country, but not quality, thus many parents pay for their children to attend private schools.

______ is the world's newest country.

A genocide that started in 1983 between the Arab militia and the Blacks continues to cause great suffering in ______. In 1987 the government of this country sent out an edict to kill all male children in the south; most of the boys fled to Ethiopia and eventually Kenya.

Apartheid ended in this country almost 20 years ago with the election of President Nelson Mandela.

Because of several different militias attempting to take over the government of this country, Wardhiigleey is a neighborhood in the capital city that the UN has named the “worst place in the world to live”.

Because of the hard work of President Paul Kagame, this country is now nicknamed “The Singapore of Africa”.

Beginning in 1820, this country was colonized by freed slaves from the United States. A military coup overthrew the leadership in 1980, marking the beginning of political and economic instability and from 1989-2003, a civil war waged with the use of over 20,000 child soldiers.

In 1994, the Interahamwe began a genocide that lasted 100 days and left about one million dead. The genocide ended with the RPF pushing the Interahamwe out of the country.

Once ______ became independent it faced civil war, military rule, and religious tensions that have caused over a million deaths and has displaced millions more.

The only African country that was never colonized or even owned by a foreign power.

The U.S. Army’s Ranger and Delta Force were sent to ________ to help the UN workers but were attacked by the civilians.